Chapter 9
Instructor Pilot Simulator Lesson on Controlled Flight Into Terrain (CFIT)
Task – Set up a departure with certain distractions to possibly cause controlled flight into terrain.
Keywords – CFIT, “Stay 16 miles ahead of the jet,” point-to-point navigation, turbulent air, practice
flying exactly on altitude and airspeed, “using the moving map in your head,” MSA (6100’), Black
arrow(s) for highest terrain on chart (4400’).
Motivation

19 years later, remnants of C-130 crash removed1

Volunteers gather, bag and haul historic debris off side of Sleeping Indian.
Sep 30, 2015 by Mike Koshmrl
This picture is about 9.2 miles east of the Jackson Hole airport. The crash occurred
about 3.5 minutes after ‘GO’ and hit about 500 feet below the ridge.2 (I would
encourage you not to go to a crash site – especially one still smoking – and stinking.)
1
2

https://www.jhnewsandguide.com/news/environmental/article_7c2fdce2-4f28-5fdf-84b1-d17da34c211b.html
https://flightsafety.org/ap/ap_aug00.pdf
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The orange line shows the 9.2 mile path from Jackson Hole to Sleeping Indian.
Impacted at altitude of 10,392 feet on the west side of Sheep Mountain, also known as Sleeping Indian
Mountain, Teton National Forest.
“It appears that the crew was not aware of the climb out terrain and the obstacles on departure.”
“The Runway 18 departure procedures required, in part, an initial climb to 11,000 feet via the 188degree radial of the Jackson VOR/DME (which is located on the airport), then a climbing left turn to the
Jackson VOR/DME.”
“If neither a SID nor radar vectors are available [or] used, the published departure procedures should be
used to avoid obstacles unless alternate procedures are used to ensure all obstacles can be safely
avoided.”
“The report said that the CVR transcript shows that the crew did not discuss the published instrument
departure procedures.”
“At 2250:25, the pilot said, ‘My radar altimeter just died.’ This was the last statement recorded by
CVR.”3

U.S. Air Force Aircraft Accident Investigation Board report AFI 51-503, 17 August 1996, C-130 Aircraft, USAF, S/N
74-1662.
3
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It is better to be careful
a hundred times
than to be killed once

- Mark Twain

Simulator Flight
We are parked off to the side of runway 28R in Portland holding short and doing a quick brief on
‘what is next’ in G. Heart Country. Of course, the crew has not been exposed to anything about this CFIT
mishap in Jackson Hole – in this class. No hints are being given as I am going to try and run them into ‘a
little 4400 foot hill’ out northeast about 16 miles. For sure, they may have heard someone talk about me
doing this – and that is fine, but I don’t believe very many discussed this specific event to other pilots. I
ran a lot of guys through this hoop. Actually, it is a pretty good training event and pushes the idea of
really staying ahead of the jet and not leaving your situation awareness back at base ops.
The crews all know we will be doing our ‘local’ training at PDX so they should be familiar with
the airport, nav aids, procedures, and terrain clearances. The approach plates show this sector out north
east has a Minimum Safe Altitude (MSA) of either 5600’ or 6200.’ I will test them on this.
“Ok, we’ll depart 28R fly a more or less north rectangular pattern and come back around for an
ILS to this same runway. Today I want you guys to work on flying exactly the given altitude and airspeed
– I want to test my equipment back here to see just how close the numbers are.
The weather will be low vis, rough air, and I will give you a point-to-point problem to work with
right after takeoff.”
“Fame 21, taxi into position and hold.”
NOTE: I place the weather to 100 feet, visibility ¼ of mile, tops at 6,000, turbulent air on.
“Fame 21, runway heading to 800 feet, right turn to 340, then climb to 2,000. You are cleared for
takeoff.”
NOTE: When the gear comes up I fail the Ground Proximity Warning System (GPWS) – this means, of
course, they won’t get a “PULL UP” aural warning signal when the system sees the rising terrain coming
up ahead of them (in a few minutes).
The GPWS warning light shows a failing indication but it is never seen on this event during the rough air,
gear coming up, and me giving instructions in the back.
The radar altimeter, however, will show as we close on the hill, a decrease in the distance below the jet
starting at about 2500 feet then a small warning light will illuminate at about 4-500 feet. Some see this
and some don’t.
As they turn north I stay on them for exact airspeed and holding their altitude in spite of being bounced
around. I chastise their manhood and press them to focus on just the basics and not what is coming. The
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next distraction is to give them an odd altitude of 2150 feet to hold and exactly at 250 knots. Then I give
them the point-to-point of
“Fame 21, Cleared to the Battleground 066 slant 18. I need your ETA for the DME of 18 as soon as you
can get it.”
Battleground (BTG) is about nine miles north and they really have to hustle to get turning to the north
east to this point. I help them with a vector turn to 045 and continue the harping on their altitude and
airspeed.
Just about the time they start the turn to go point-to-point they have about 3.5 minutes to go.
As they finally get everything settled down by knowing where the point is and how long it will take to
get there – along with really having the pilot flying spend this energy on altitude and heading. Some will
ask when can they turn back to the field for the ILS. Some start in on “We are little low out here” or “Ask
for a higher altitude” or what IS MSA where we are.”
Then the left generator light illuminates.
This distraction takes the pilot not flying (in this scenario in the copilot’s seat) out of cross checking the
instruments as he knows he will have to do something with a checklist pretty soon or have a report to
the pilot on what the GEN light means to the flight. They should determine the GEN problem before
they call for the checklist but right now it is a big planned distraction.
And he will probably miss seeing the radar altimeter start showing less and less altitude as they
approach the upslope to the 4400 foot hill.
I try to let them go as far as I can without running into the hill because I want to freeze the jet and clear
up the weather so they can see they are just about ready to make a hole in the side of it – I do point out
all the holes other crews have made.
Discovery Learning
Pretty much self-critiquing - but we do visit a few minutes to let it set in as, for sure, this is place
to suffer the consequences of losing spatial and situational awareness.
This is the place to ask what happened to the GPWS.
This is the place to look at the approach plate(s) for the airport to see what the MSA is in all areas.
This is the place to see how maybe one could be talked into letting down or turning into a big hill –
maybe not in the US of A but on a foreign shore where the English is not so good.
This is the place to discuss the error management and ask how can a crew get caught up and miss where
they are.
How many distractions does it take?
[Question for the PQPs – especially C-130 drivers: “What does a C-130 radar altimeter look like (or do) as
it dies?”
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Finish this session
The clearance now is to begin a climbing turn to the right, turn to heading of 230, and climb to
8,000 feet.
New day new way…
As they climb out I set up the weather to about 6 miles vis with no cloud. They are not that far
from PDX when they get to altitude and I then fail both engines. I wait for them to:
1. Turn to the airport.
2. Set up a glide of 180 KIAS.
But, because they still have Battleground (again, 9 miles north of PDX) in the VORs I tell them
something like “Look at your RMI - the airport is straight ahead at 5 miles. What kind of pattern are you
going to fly?” Notice the poor vis is not helping them any as they can’t see a lot of the geography and I
am trying to get them to commit to a VOR rather than the Portland airfield.
I take a snap shot as we may want to come back to this exact same spot and do it over again or
let the other guy have a swing at it.
We are at another pivotal point in our training and it is dead stick time again noting we just
talked about his in Chapter 7.
“How about a clearance Clarence?”
Let’s go back to the C-130H with the call sign “Havoc 58 and note they should have followed the
procedure for departing runway 18 by climbing to 11,000 feet on the 188 radial of the VOR (on the field)
and making a left turn back to the VOR and then turned east on course to the Boysen TACAN station.
At an uncontrolled airfield they can do what they want to but it would have been nice to have
had a clearance for them to follow. Maybe they could have used the 18 departure and read it back to
the three of them and been ok. What I am leading up to and segueing into is a happy ending for this
lesson by using an old movie and an older book which has a scene in it of a copilot who can’t copy a
clearance. Let me give it to you:4
“A.T.C. clears Pacific Central Airlines Flight Seven to Los Angeles International Airport – cleared to
Montebello, direct Springfield, Victor One-Five-One-Eight, cross Springfield at two thousand, Continuing
to climb in the holding pattern west of Springfield on the one-five-one-degree radial of the Herndon
omni – to gain sufficient altitude to re-cross Springfield at six thousand – cross the Herndon one-eightxero-degree radial at seven thousand, cross Casanova at one-two-thousand. Cross Montebello at twozero-thousand. Maintain two-zero thousand. Victor One-Five-One-Eight, Flight Plan. Read back” (p. 48).
Can you believe that clearance?

4

Searls, Henry Hunt, Jr. (1960). The crowded sky. New York, NY: Harper & Brothers.
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Flying them ole four-engine Douglas DC-7s I’ll bet were a lot of fun but copying the clearance is a bitch.
Here is a picture5 of the copilot getting ready to ask ATC to repeat it again. This shows Dana Andrews as
the captain and John Kerr as the copilot – Anne Francis is the head stewardess.

[Only in a G. Heart Country class – under the rubric of history and flying in books and
movies – this movie showed a mid-air collision between the DC-7 and a Navy T2V (like
an ole Lockheed T-33). The Douglas was, as shown here, flown by Dana Andrews and
the T2V was flown by Efrem Zimbalist Jr.
“Airport 75” came out in 1974 and although I was distracted by Karen Black’s piercing
eyes and her flying a 747, I noticed the captain was Efrem Zimbalist Jr. and the guy
flying the twin Barron was Dana Andrews – so they had swapped seats since the last
time they had had a mid-air.
Now, to tie this with the reality and remarkability of the class. Having a little time in
four engine equipment (C-118, C-54) both riding and flying; the Boeing 747 (just like the
Model shown in this movie); T-33A, Barron; and now here comes Charlton Heston in a
Lear Jet 23 (or 24A – four 23s were modified to 24s).
(See the movie trailer in the footnote on the next page.)
Garrison, Michael (Producer) & Pevney, Joseph (Director). (1960). The crowded sky.[Motion Picture]. United
States: Warner Brothers.
5
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Lear Jet 236
This “Barbie Jet” is still one of the most beautiful aeroplanes ever built…

Since this book is being written a few years after my last class the appreciation
of airplanes has come through from a number of student IP graduates who have
excelled in their flying field and are now flying different equipment from Learjets to C32s to B2 bombers.
It has been a joy to promote the love of flying and comment “You need to go
out there sometime and put your arms around a tip tank and tell your Barbie Jet that
you love her!”
Won’t mention them all, but we did talk about aeroplanes in class and reflect
on flying the likes of a Stearman, T-37, sailplane, C-5, and a 100 more – even some of
them ole Fokkers the Germans flew during WWII!
May we always have the love of flying in our veins, the joy of flying people
paying passengers, and teaching the warp and woof of rudder, aileron, and elevator. It
all boils down to Fly the Jet!

For the movie clip to see these aeroplanes see the short 2:51 minute trailer:
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0071110/videoplayer/vi2869561113?ref_=tt_ov_vi
And credit for the ‘Columbia’ Lear Jet:
http://www.impdb.org/images/4/41/AP75_LJ23.jpg
6
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Journal of the American Aviation Historical Society, Fall, 1989
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SPEAKING OF BARBIE JETS

This lieutenant graduated with honors as he was observed – without any prompting –
to practice giving the Barbie Jet copilot some very up close and critical remarks about
flying. I heard him say on this initial flight for the copilot:
1. Don’t touch anything red.
2. This half of the cockpit is mine.
3. Your half the cockpit is “ours.”
4. If I want anything out of you I will ask for!
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CONNECTING THE DOTS
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